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Abstract

The Balance Scale Task was recognized in the early 1980s as a way of eliciting

different rule-governed response patterns for proportionality reasoning (Siegler, 1981).

However, soon other rules than the four defined by Siegler were suggested and doubt was

expressed whether task behavior was rule-governed at all. Doubt could emerge since the

scoring laid down by Siegler lacked a firm empirical basis. To redress this lack exploratory

latent class analysis (LCA) was used with data on 484 children. The number of classes of

answer-patterns found was six. Three classes reflected Rules 1, 2, and to a lesser degree 4.

One class reflected a rule not considered by Siegler. The last two classes, however, were

not rule-like at all. No simple straightforward strategy seemed to be involved.

Nevertheless, age trends suggested that at least one of these classes reflected a variety

of a complex strategy that replaces Siegler’s Rule 3. The paradoxical results of this and

previous research can be solved by distinguishing between ‘‘classes’’ as empirically based

probabilistically defined collections of responses (bottom up), and ‘‘strategies’’ as involved

in responses that are consistent in view of being interpretable as rational. D 2001 Elsevier

Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Balance Scale Task was widely used in the 1970s and early 1980s for

eliciting rule-governed response patterns for proportionality reasoning. The task,

originally introduced by Inhelder and Piaget (1958), but in its present form

developed by Siegler (1976, 1981) for his rule assessment approach, can be used

with a large age range of participants, is easy to administer, and has been

mentioned, until recently at least, in every textbook on developmental psychology.

However, following the initial success of the rule assessment approach

problems emerged. Evidence for some rules was amazingly strong but for others

it was rather confusing. New rules were suggested and doubts were raised as to

whether task behavior was rule-governed at all. These doubts were justified in the

sense that the original scoring rules laid down by Siegler (1976) lacked firm

empirical basis and therefore allowed alternative interpretations. Moreover, the

issue of rules has implications for the question whether development proceeds

stage-wise rather than gradually.

The original Piagetian task, Siegler’s adaptation of it, the comments, and the

problems with the definition of Rule 3 will be reviewed. Next, a new approach to

the solution of these problems will be presented that makes use of a new

implementation of latent class analysis (LCA) that provides an empirical basis to

the classification.

1.1. The Balance Scale Task

In the original setup used by Inhelder and Piaget (1958), a simple balance scale

was used. Childrenwere asked to experiment and then prompted to explain verbally

what they thought. Different weights in all kinds of combinations could be hung

along a crossbar at a wide variety of distances from the fulcrum. Inhelder and Piaget

outlined three task-related stages. Stage I ranges from failure to understand the

working of the scale to a vague notion that weights on each side should

approximately be equal. Stage II-A is characterized by trial and error regulations

found by the child by experimenting with a real scale leading to equilibrium. Stage

II-B stands for ‘‘qualitative correspondences’’ that indicate that children are on the

brink of discovering that ‘‘if a weight is too heavy it should be moved closer to the

middle.’’ Stage III implies that thorough understanding is achieved. In Piagetian

terminology, correct response requires coordinating two proportions: weight-left

with weight-right and distance-left with distance-right. Subjects vary in their ability

to do this. The responses range from complete lack of understanding, to centering on

one dimension only, to noticing the inverse reciprocity between both proportions.

1.2. The rule assessment approach

Siegler (1976, 1981) designed a simplified version of the task for use as a

standardized diagnostic procedure. A simplified balance scale (or just a picture
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of it) was shown to children. While the beam is fixed, a number of identical

weights are placed on each side at certain distances from the fulcrum. The

subject is asked to predict which side will tip if any. Siegler limited the range

of the problems, gave no feedback, used a large number of carefully designed

problems ( = items), required only a three-valued choice in the answers, and

ignored verbal justifications by the subjects. He identified four rules as models

in solving this problem.

Rule l considers only the most salient aspect of the problem, the number of

weights on each arm. Rule 2 considers the distance from the fulcrum when the

weight is equal on both arms, but otherwise is like Rule 1. Rule 3 correctly

evaluates the influence of the number of weights and the distance from the

fulcrum in the predictions, but if the larger number of weights is on one arm

while the greater distance is on the other, Rule 3 leads to ‘‘muddle through by

making a random prediction.’’ Rule 4 applies the torque rule, multiplying for

each side the number of weights by the distance from the fulcrum and predicting

that the balance will tip down on the side of the greater product.

Complementary to the four rules, Siegler developed six types of problems to

assess their accuracy. In balance problems, weight and distance are equal on both

sides. In weight problems, the distance is the same on both sides but the weight is

different. In distance problems, the weight is the same on both sides but the

distance is different. In conflict problems, more weight is on one side and greater

distance on the other, so that the side with more weight falls (conflict–weight

problem), the side with the greater distance falls (conflict–distance problem), or

the balance remains horizontal (conflict–balance problem).

The rules interact with item-type such that each rule is associated with a

particular pattern of correct/incorrect response over item-types. In addition,

according to Siegler’s analysis, subjects use the simplest rule they possess and

think it adequate for the problem at hand. This feature of his analysis is known as

the decision tree. In the simplest case, if distances are equal and weights unequal,

Rule 1 suffices. If, however, the problems become more complicated, further

decisions are required and the tree will be extended by a new branching (Siegler,

1981, p. 6).

1.3. Problems with the rule assessment approach

Several critical reactions emerged: Wilkening and Anderson (1982) suggested

that the decision tree is an artifact of the methodology. In a hypothetical

experiment, they showed that subjects who integrate weight and distance through

an addition-like rule are missed by Siegler’s classification system. The addition

rule suggests that the number of weights and the number of distance intervals on

the left are summed and compared to the sum of weights and distances on the

right: the side with the greater sum is expected to tip.

Normandeau, Larivée, Roulin, and Longeot (1989) found that Rule 3 was not

homogeneous but instead included subjects using integrative rules that are not
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considered by the rule assessment approach. They used a modified set of rules

that allowed a better description of the development of proportionality reasoning.

They found evidence for the addition rule too and for a qualitative proportion rule

(QP). ‘‘QP users consider both weight and distance and conclude that a heavy

weight at a small distance on one side of the fulcrum should compensate for a

light weight at a greater distance on the other side of the fulcrum and therefore

predict that the balance scale will remain horizontal for all conflict problems’’

(Normandeau et al., 1989, p. 243).

In fact, Piaget and Inhelder presaged both kinds of reactions in their

original chapter:

During Substage II-B it has often been noted that subjects search for a common

denominator of the two relations that they compare, but this common relation is

thought to be additive. . . .But we must also note that the transition from the

difference to the product rarely takes place from the start in a form that is

metrical. The numerical quantification of the proportion is usually preceded by a

qualitative schema based on a conception of logical product— i.e., by the idea

that two factors acting together are equivalent to the action of two other factors

added together. . .. (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, p. 177)

A third problem, in addition, is that the reference to chance responding in the

original definition of Rule 3 (Siegler, 1976) poses theoretical problems. Firstly,

chance response may be plausible as an indication of transitional characteristics

of a subgroup but doubt is justified whether it is fruitful to speak of a rule in

such a case. Secondly, it is unlikely that subjects maintain a deliberate

random—dice throwing like—approach that would lead to a perfect chance

distribution for such a subgroup. It is more likely that subjects in doubt do

attend to certain features of the display (including irrelevant ones; see, e.g.,

Amsel, Goodman, Savoie, & Clark, 1996) such that response is unequally

distributed over the three alternatives. Thirdly, the distribution of chances over

the alternatives may be the result of high levels of error variance. The Rule 3

subgroup could, in that case, be a rather arbitrary collection of those subjects

having large error scores. However, the characteristics of a measurement model

should not be confused with a genuine rule. Allowing for imperfect response

should be practiced for each of the rules. Fourthly, it is also possible that

subjects switch systematically between a few rules (for particular items) and still

have a high degree of strictly organized response. Fifthly, it is also possible that

what has been lumped together under Rule 3 consists of a combination of rules

that are in principle recognizable rules each but that together make it difficult to

see a pattern. In fact, Siegler (1981, p. 5) himself remarks that Rule 3 masks a

host of idiosyncratic rules.

More recently, Jansen and Van der Maas (1997) have pointed out that

statistical information on the fit of the rules has never been provided, and that

it is not certain, therefore, that the scoring rules and the rules themselves reach the

relevant criteria for claiming that discrete rules do in fact operate. The ‘‘eye-ball’’
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method of assigning children to rules works properly only if the number of rules

and their interpretation would be known for certain.

1.4. Empirically based classification of strategies

The problems reviewed above point to the larger question of the criteria for

competence problem (see Thomas & Lohaus, 1993): what empirical patterns can

corroborate or disprove the existence of strategies. Rules are defined here as

specific strategies. For example, imagine a child giving correct responses not to

all but to half of the distance items. Should he or she be assigned to Rule 1 or

Rule 2, or to a new class representing a third rule that has not yet been

considered? Or worse, does the methodology lead us to believe erroneously that

there are only a few rules?

In view of the doubts and the problems reviewed above, the latent class

approach adopted by Jansen and Van der Maas (1997) represented a break-

through. Proceeding in a strictly empirical and inductive way, LCA can be used

to determine the number of classes needed to account for the differences among

the response patterns that are found in the data. Furthermore, a LCA characterizes

each class by class-specific probabilities. These are the probabilities of giving

correct responses to the items if a child is a member of the class at hand. These

probabilities can be used to interpret the rule used by the children that belong to

this class. Finally, a LCA gives the class weights, i.e., the proportion of children

belonging to each class (i.e., the proportion of children using each rule). Whether

the classes correspond to the known rules now becomes an empirical question

that can be addressed.

The first question is whether the response patterns obtained by the Balance

Scale Task make up a few distinct latent response classes. In order to ascertain

this formally, LCAwas used. It was hypothesized that a limited number of classes

could be fitted to a large data set produced by normal children of an appropriate

age range. Although Jansen and Van der Maas (1997) were the first to use LCA

for Balance Scale Task data, they were not able to present an overall picture

addressing all items at once. In this study, the first question can be answered,

thanks to the fact that LCA was implemented in such a way that it handles all

items in one run.

The second question is how these classes are related to strategies and rules.

For a class to be of theoretical value, it seems necessary to associate it with a

strategy or rule. However, in view of the problems discussed above, it cannot be

assumed that all responses reflect a rule. In this study, the issue can be addressed

frontally because for the first time an overall picture is presented.

The third question concerns development and age trends. Is there a typical rise

and decline pattern with age for the classes? Is there a developmentally relevant

age patterning for the strategies or rules?

A last and fundamental question concerns the implications of the above for the

issue whether development proceeds stage-wise or gradually.
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2. Method

2.1. Participants

Five hundred randomly selected Dutch children from 7 to 14 years old

participated. Of the original 500 cases, 16 were eliminated due to missing data

or out of range ages. The data set therefore consisted of 484 Dutch children: 224

boys with mean age 10.47 S.D. 2.08 and 260 girls with mean age 10.72 S.D.

2.11. For some of the analyses, the sample was split into four equal-sized age

groups (n= 121): Group 1: mean age 7.9 years (50% boys); Group 2: mean age

9.8 years (48% boys), Group 3: mean age 11.4 years (45% boys), Group 4: mean

age 13.4 years (43% boys). We do not pretend that our sample is a representative

sample of Dutch children: children with higher socioeconomic background are

probably somewhat overrepresented.

2.2. Materials

Drawings of a realistic balance scale with weights hanging down designed by

Wolters, Fischer, and Zuidema (1987) were used. The hooks on which weights

can be added are at regular distances from the fulcrum as usual (see Fig. 1). The

maximum distance used was four units and the maximum number of weights was

four, whereas Siegler (1976, 1981) used up to six weights and weights were

sometimes distributed over more than one hook per side.

A paper-and-pencil test was presented to the children consisting of 25 items

(see Table 1) each on a separate sheet. Items were taken from van Maanen, Been,

and Sijtsma (1989), as cited in Jansen and Van der Maas (1997, p. 335).

Following Siegler, five items of each of the following item types were presented:

Fig. 1. Balance scale pictures: each picture was a full-page size. The left figure is one of the three

examples presented first. Right is Item 20, a conflict-weight item.
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weight, distance, conflict–weight, conflict–distance, and conflict–balance. No

balance items were included since these were expected to be answered correctly

by all children. The addition rule can be detected because two conflict–weight

items and one conflict–distance item evoke a correct response whereas the

remaining conflict–weight and conflict–distance items evoke an incorrect

response when this rule is applied to them. A hand was depicted holding the

balance steady and the participating children were required to indicate on the

drawing which side would go down when the beam was released.

2.3. Procedure

The 500 children were tested individually at home by as many students and

did not receive feedback until the task had been finished. The assessment was

part of a training procedure for students in our department. The students were

prepared for this specific assessment in small groups and had to follow a strict

assessment protocol. Students were familiar only with the standard rules as used

Table 1

Item construction for Balance Scale Task (W=weight, D = distance, C = conflict) in order of

presentation

Item configuration

Left Right

Item number Item type D W D W Torque Side down

1 W 2 1 2 2 2 right

2 W 3 3 3 4 3 right

3 W 1 2 1 4 2 right

4 W 2 3 2 2 � 2 left

5 W 4 3 4 1 � 8 left

6 D 2 1 1 1 � 1 left

7 D 3 2 2 2 � 2 left

8 D 4 3 2 3 � 6 left

9 D 3 4 4 4 4 right

10 D 2 3 3 3 3 right

16 CW 4 2 3 3 1 right

17 CW 2 3 4 1 � 2 left

18 CW 3 1 2 2 1 right

19 CW 1 4 3 1 � 1 left

20 CW 3 2 2 4 2 right

21 CD 1 4 3 2 2 right

22 CD 2 2 1 3 � 1 left

23 CD 3 3 2 4 � 1 left

24 CD 1 4 2 3 2 right

25 CD 4 2 2 3 � 2 left

11 CB 1 4 4 1 0 balance

12 CB 3 1 1 3 0 balance

13 CB 3 2 2 3 0 balance

14 CB 3 4 4 3 0 balance

15 CB 4 2 2 4 0 balance
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by Siegler. As compared to a design with a few experimenters, this design

decreases the chance of systematic biases, due to differences in experimenters.

However, at the same time, it increases the amount of white noise in the data.

2.4. Analysis

The basic data file consisted of a matrix of 484 subjects� 25 items, and three

possible values (left, balance, right). These trichotomous item-responses of each

child were recoded into dichotomous (correct or incorrect) responses. Since it

appeared that the first five items (the weight items), each elicited at least 98%

correct responses these items were eliminated from further analysis. The resulting

response patterns were analyzed by means of LCA without any specific

predictions. A sequence of unrestricted models was explored which only differed

in number of latent classes: from a three class model to a seven class model. As

will be shown in the sequel, if necessary, the class weights can also be computed

for different age groups.

The implementation of LCA used here features some special characteristics.

First, the approach is based on Bayesian computational methods. Traditionally,

estimation of the parameters (i.e., the class-specific probabilities and class

weights) of latent class models is based on maximum likelihood (see Haberman,

1974). However, this estimation method has its drawbacks: due to problems in

fitting the model only a relatively small number of items can be handled at

once, at least in the experience of Jansen and Van der Maas (1997), and

confidence intervals for the parameter estimates cannot be obtained. Although

standard errors of the estimates can be obtained if the number of items is small,

these standard errors are not very useful for the computation of confidence

intervals. For example, since the parameters of latent class models are

probabilities, an estimated probability plus or minus twice its standard error

will regularly include values smaller than zero and larger than one. Our use of

LCA is based on Hoijtink (1998) and Hoijtink and Molenaar (1997) and does

not suffer from these limitations.1 Estimates and confidence intervals can be

obtained for any number of items (up to now, there is experience with sets as

large as 74 items).

Secondly, estimation and confidence intervals are not the only important issues

in LCA. Another issue is the number of latent classes that should be used, i.e., how

many latent classes are needed to obtain an adequate explanation of the variability

in the response-patterns produced by the participants. This is traditionally

determined using likelihood ratio statistics, which compare the observed frequen-

cies of each response pattern with the frequencies predicted by a latent class model

with a specific number of classes. If the differences between the observed and

predicted frequencies are small, the model contains enough classes to account for

1 The software is under development and not available in a user-friendly package. The interested

reader should contact the second author h.hoijtink@fss.uu.nl.
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the variability in the response-patterns. As illustrated by Hoijtink (1998), this

approach is sensitive to outliers. If there are a few children whose responses are

not accurately explained by any of the latent classes (e.g., children who respond at

random), the likelihood ratio statistic may indicate that the number of latent classes

used is too small. This is an undesirable feature, because model fit should not be

affected by just a few persons. Hoijtink (1998) develops the pseudo-likelihood

ratio statistic and shows that this statistic is less sensitive to the presence of

outliers. This statistic compares the observed and predicted response frequencies

for each pair of items. Since it is hard to produce ‘‘strange’’ responses to a pair of

items (for each pair of items, there are many children who respond correctly to

both items, correctly to one of the items, or correctly to none of the items), outliers

are no longer a problem. Another advantage of the pseudo likelihood ratio test is

that it can handle sparse data. Where the regular likelihood ratio test is rather

sensitive to the fact that many of the possible response vectors (with 20 items 2 to

the power 20) are not observed, the pseudo-likelihood ratio test is not, since it is

based on the responses given to each pair of items.

Relatively recently, information criteria like Akaike’ information criterion and

the Bayesian information criterion have become popular where the goal is to

determine the correct number of latent classes. Loosely formulated, these

information criteria are a measure of the distance between the model at hand

and the true model. Stated otherwise, the smaller the value of the information

criterion, the better the model. Since our approach is based on Bayesian

computational methods, we will use minus twice the logarithm of the probability

of the data (which is similar to the Bayesian information criterion) to compare

different models (Kass & Raftery, 1995). Like the information criteria, this

criterion is a combination of the fit of the model and the number of parameters

used i.e. the better the fit the better the model, but also, the more parameters used

the worse the model. The smaller the value of this criterion, the smaller the

distance between the model at hand and the true model.

Since our version of LCA reconstructs the entire distribution of each class

weight and each class-specific probability, computation of estimates (the median

of the distribution) and confidence intervals (the 5th and 95th percentile of the

distribution) is straightforward. These distributions can also be used to detect

identification problems. Bimodal distributions for one or more of the classes

imply that the model is probably not identified. This phenomenon did not occur

for the analyses presented in this paper.

3. Results

3.1. Class-specific probabilities and class weights

Table 2 shows the pseudo-likelihood ratio test had the highest P values for the

latent class model with six and seven classes, i.e., one of these appears to give the
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best description of the data. Nevertheless, the three, four, five, six, and seven

class models all converged to a solution.

In terms of these class-specific probabilities, the seven class model performed

no better than the six class model. It turned out that the difference between the six

and the seven class models was only a class with a weight of .01 and class-specific

probabilities with huge confidence intervals (e.g., .16 until .84). That is, the

seventh class appeared to be superfluous (it contained only 1% of the children) and

uninterpretable (large confidence intervals imply that there is virtually no

knowledge about the size of the class-specific probabilities). These conclusions

were more or less supported by the values of � 2 log probability of the data.

Moving from three to six classes, at each step, these values improve about 100 or

more. Going from six to seven classes, the value improves about 30.

Class 1 has a nearly perfect fit with expectations based on Rule 1 as defined

by Siegler (see Fig. 2). The confidence intervals are on average very small

(.02). The class-specific probabilities are clearly separated, with the items

expected to be answered correctly (conflict–weight items) having an average

probability of being correct of .98; those expected to be answered incorrectly

having an average probability of .03 for correct response. Class 1 is used for

around 28% of the children.

Class 2 shows a reasonably good fit with expectations based on Rule 2 as

defined by Siegler. The confidence intervals are very small on average (.03). The

class-specific probabilities are clearly separated with the items expected to be

answered correctly (distance and conflict–weight items) having an average

probability of being correct of .92 and those expected to be answered incorrectly

having an average probability of .04 for correct response. Class 2 is used for

around 28% of the children.

Class 3 cannot be associated with any single rule as defined by Siegler. The

confidence intervals are on average large (.15). The class-specific probabilities

suggest a distribution with different levels of correct per item type. Class 3 is used

for around 6% of the children.

Class 4 has a reasonable fit with the pattern expected based on the so-called

addition rule as suggested by Wilkening and Anderson (1982) and others. The

confidence intervals are small on average (.08). The class-specific probabilities

are clustered with all distance items, all conflict–balance items, conflict–weight

items 4 and 5, and conflict–distance item 5 having an average probability of

Table 2

Comparison between models with different number of classes

Number

of classes

P value

pseudo-likelihood ratio test

� 2 log

probability of the data

3 .00 6895.60

4 .09 6642.92

5 .11 6528.32

6 .16 6431.18

7 .16 6400.38
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being correct of .88 and all remaining items having an average probability of .09

for correct response. Class 4 is used for around 14% of the children.

Class 5 can not be associated with any single rule as defined by Siegler,

although most of these response patterns would be classified as Rule 3 in

Siegler’s system (see below and Table 3). The confidence intervals are on average

small (.07). The class-specific probabilities are distributed over the whole range.

Class 5 is a large class used for around 22% of the responses.

Class 6 can be characterized by many correct answers, which resembles Rule

4 as defined by Siegler. However, the confidence intervals are on average large

(.22). The class-specific probabilities for all the items are expected to be high but

Fig. 2. Six class solution. Estimates of the class-specific probabilities for each item and corresponding

confidence intervals for the 5–95% range. Items are grouped by type (five each): d = distance,

cw = conflict-weight, cd = conflict-distance, cb = conflict-balance. The marker on the y-axis indicates

weights of each class. The gray bands in the background specify expected values (where applicable)

for the rules as explained in the text.
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they only have an average probability of being correct of .84. Class 6 is used for

around 2.5% of the children.

In each of the three, four, five, and six class solutions, the same two classes

were recognizable amongst the others, that is, Classes 1 and 2 reappear with more

or less the same answer-patterning and only minor differences in the parameter

estimates in each of the solutions. Using the class labels of the six class solutions

in Fig. 2: in the five class solution Class 6 has just disappeared; in the four class

solution Class 5 was partly merged with Class 4 and partly with Class 3; and in

the three class solution Classes 3, 4, and 5 were merged.

The two smallest classes have, not surprisingly, large confidence intervals. For

Class 6, there are good theoretical reasons to assume that there is a real rule

involved, and that with older participants this class would have been larger and

more like Rule 4.

3.2. Age trends and class membership

LCA gives for each subject the probability of using one of the six classes. The

assignment of participants to a class was relatively unambiguous. Although one

subject can be associated with more than one latent class, over 50% had a 100%

pure assignment and 86% of the subjects had at least a 75% or more chance of

falling into a particular class, while only three cases had a lower than 50% chance

for the dominant class.

In Table 3, we compare our LCA classes with a categorization based on

Siegler in terms of rules. In our LCA classification, only three participants were

designated as unclassifiable. Strict application of the scoring rules as laid down

by Siegler (1976, 1981) resulted in 95 unclassifiable scores. The participants

scored as Rule 3 in Siegler’s system are scored predominantly in the LCA

Classes 4 and 5, which suggests these classes represent alternatives for

Table 3

Cross-tabulation of number of participants falling in categories as used by Siegler and by our

LCA solution

Rules Siegler

Class Rule 1 2 3 4 Unclear Total

Classes LCA

1 1 100 0 0 0 34 134

2 2 0 86 18 0 34 138

3 ? 0 0 11 0 9 20

4 Add 0 0 57 0 2 59

5 QP? 0 4 102 0 12 118

6 4 0 0 1 8 3 12

unclas 0 0 2 0 1 3

Total 100 90 191 8 95 484

Add = the ‘addition rule’ as explained on page 10; QP? = vague resemblance to the ‘qualitative

proportion rule’ as explained on page 4.
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Siegler’s Rule 3 definition. Class 3 is scored for more than half as Rule 3, but

the age trends (see below) prevent us from concluding Class 3 is an alternative

for Rule 3.

In order to gain an overview of age trends, we used four equal-sized age

groups. Fig. 3 presents, for each age group, the estimates of the class weights and

corresponding confidence intervals. Note that the six classes in Fig. 3 are the

same as the six classes in Fig. 2. For Class 1, the proportion decreases strongly

for the first three age groups, while for the fourth age group use is nearly the same

as for the third age group. For Class 2, the proportions remain more or less the

same across the age groups. The pattern is consistent with the association with

Rule 2. For Class 3, again no clear age trends are evident. For Class 4 (associated

with the addition rule), a clear increase for the elementary school years was found

and a break in the trend for the highest age group. For Class 5 (not associated

Fig. 3. Age differences for four equal-sized age groups. The classes are as in Fig. 2.
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with any of the well-known rules), a clear increase in proportion use over the

elementary school years was found. For Class 6 with mostly correct response, no

clear age trend was found. Given the low incidence, we refrain from interpreting

this last finding.

Because all proportions are linked the six graphs should be considered as one

whole and it cannot be inferred from these data which transitions are most likely.

However, an overall trend can be seen that confirms earlier findings for this age

range except for the highest age group. Notice that the three lowest age groups

are all children attending Dutch elementary schools, whereas the highest age

group is drawn from a variety of different kinds of high schools.

3.3. Specificity of the rule

For each participant, the number of correct responses can be computed and the

distribution of the number of correct responses for a class gives an index of the

specificity of the rule. For example, the participants assigned to the class

(according to the LCA analysis) which resembles Rule 1 would be expected to

have 10 items corresponding to this rule (the five weight items and five conflict–

weight items) or at least approximately so and for Rule 4 the expected number of

correct responses would be 25.

We found that for Class 1, 96 out of the expected 134 (72%) had 10 items correct

(exactly 10 correct is expected for Rule 1). For Class 2, 66 out of 138 (48%) had 15

correct (15 correct is expected forRule 2). ForClass 3, only 5 out of 20 (25%) had 15

correct responses (15 is the median). For Class 4, 21 out of 59 (36%) had 18 correct

(18 correct is expected for the addition rule). For Class 5, only 32 out of 118 (27%)

had exactly 16 correct responses (16 is the median). For Class 6, 3 out of 12 (25%)

had 25 correct. Thus, there are differences in specificity of the classes.

4. Discussion

Strong empirical support for the idea that there are only a few distinct ways of

response to the Balance Scale Task was found. It is important, however, to

distinguish between classes and strategies.

Class is used in this study to refer to classes in LCA and pertains to a set of

response patterns that are alike in a statistical sense. A response pattern

pertains to the observed responses of an individual. Classes are empirically

derived, probabilistically defined, collections of response patterns. This must be

distinguished from the idea that there is a rationale underlying the response

pattern of an individual. A strategy captures such a rationale and expresses

itself in a particular expected response pattern. Such a response pattern is

consistent only in view of being interpretable as— to some degree— rational.

A rule is taken here as a particular kind of strategy: relatively simple, easily

recognizable, and elementary.
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4.1. Six response classes

For our dataset, six classes of different collections of responses gave the

most satisfying fit to the data. Age trends were clearly evident in that use of

Class 1 decreased with age (except for the highest age group), Classes 2 and 3

use remained the same while the use of Classes 4 and 5 increased (except for

the highest age group). The results strongly suggest that subjects are always in

one of the six classes, and therefore they have to change class membership

with age.

Note that the actual number of classes found by LCA depends on the size and

the age range of the sample and the diversity and complexity of the items used.

With smaller sample sizes, the infrequently used classes will merge with the other

larger classes in a LCA. However, the sample was large and it is unlikely that

additional meaningful classes will appear with just a larger sample. For item-sets

without much variation, not all latent classes will come to expression. However,

we do not think it is fruitful to force an exhaustive item-set because the number of

items should not be too large. The item-set used in this study came from an

existing set with limited but sufficient item-variation to demonstrate the versat-

ility of the approach adopted here.

4.2. Classes distinguished from strategies and rules

The classification of subjects had—until recently—to be based on their

assumed reasoning strategies. Piaget inquired into the actual argumentation of

the children and most research since Siegler classified children’s responses

based on likeness to predefined rules and in this way also depended on

postulated rational strategies. Therefore, it was never possible to separate the

empirical results from the rational analysis of strategies. However, with the

new approach—as demonstrated above— it is possible to proceed in a strictly

bottom-up way. The empirical classification was completely independent of

the theoretical classifications based on rational strategies and the relation

between both can be analyzed explicitly.

Generally, a latent class consists of collection of response patterns that have

some regularity in common. In the ideal case, this regularity comes about because

all participants assigned to such a class follow the same strategy. When this

strategy is straightforward and simple, we can even say they follow the same

rule. Unfortunately, however, more classes than the four well-known rules were

found and nothing like the chance response suggested by Rule 3 as defined by

Siegler was found. Of course, the rules as defined by Siegler were not the only

possible ones, however, it can be doubted whether some classes can ever be

interpreted as the result of rules. Classes 3 and 5 in this study contain collections

of response patterns that cannot be characterized by unambiguous preferences for

one of the three alternatives for each item. In view of the large sample and narrow

confidence intervals, this finding cannot be ignored.
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Perhaps, such classes can be explained by a very complex rule (or

combination of rules) but then these rules become so complex that they are

no longer rules of the kind as defined in this study. The success of rules, as

they were originally defined by Siegler, was precisely due to their simplicity

and to the suggestion of providing a description of the actual production of a

response. The practical usefulness of rules was that they promised to make

relatively unambiguous assignment of participants to few categories possible.

However, when rules are allowed to become very complex and to incorporate

random elements, the assignment will no longer be unambiguous and the idea

of rules collapses.

To clarify the difference between classes that can easily be assigned a rule to

and those classes that cannot, a distinction is proposed between a ‘‘weak response

class’’ and a ‘‘strong response class.’’ Briefly, a strong response class contains

few different response patterns with minor variation in the preferences for each of

the alternatives of the items, whereas a weak response class contains a wider

variety of response patterns that are alike in some respect but do not necessarily

have the same preferences for each of the alternatives.

A strong response class suggests a clear rule has been used: the probability of

responding correctly is nearly zero or nearly one, with modest deviations only

due to random error, because all participants are expected to respond correctly (or

wrongly) for any particular item. Therefore, comparing different age groups

within a class, the mean number of correct responses would be identical for each

age group and would not depend on differences in item difficulty given a certain

relevant type of items. The variation in number correct would be very low. The

proportion of all participants in each age group within such a class would not

depend on differences in item difficulty.

In contrast, for a weak response class, the mean number correct can vary

slightly for different age groups. The variation within each age group generally

would be high and would vary from age group to age group. The proportion of

participants in each age group within such a weak response class would be

influenced considerably by item difficulty. Consequently, such a weak response

class is very difficult to detect without LCA. A simple algorithm that produces

such responses consistently is lacking, in other words: a weak response class has

no rule associated with it.

4.3. Four basic response strategies

Concerning strategies, the picture is different (as for classes). The addition

strategy (or rather Class 4) is one alternative to Rule 3 (see Table 3) and, as can be

inferred from Fig. 3, it has an age distribution placed between Class 2 (associated

with Rule 2) and Class 6 (associated with Rule 4). Note that Siegler’s original

definition of Rule 3 was so encompassing that it was difficult to accept.

Moreover, Classes 3 and 5 are difficult to pin down as strategies. Nevertheless,

Class 5 seems to be based upon a second alternative to Rule 3 in view of its place
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in the age distribution and according to Table 3. Class 3 is too small to draw

strong conclusions but it seems to involve a strategy that is an alternative for

Class 2.

With these distinctions in mind, the basic strategies for proportionality

reasoning can be reviewed, which, based on the age trends found, can be ordered

as four steps in a developmental sequence:

1. The first response strategy can be described as ‘‘paying attention to one

dimension while completely ignoring the other dimension.’’ The most

salient dimension appears to be weight.

2. The next response strategy can be described as attending to one dimension

only but noticing the other dimension too and having the ability to switch

dimensions appropriately under certain circumstances. It is characteristic of

this strategy that only one dimension can be used at a time. The dominant

dimension is weight but sometimes distance is used as dominant dimension.

3. The third response strategy is based on knowing that there are two relevant

dimensions, trying to use them both simultaneously, but not knowing how to

combine them properly. Some add distance and weight on one side and

compare this to weight and distance on the other side. Alternatively, some

subjects know that greater distance has the same effect as heavier weight but

they make a qualitative judgment rather than an exact computation.

4. The fourth response strategy obtains when the subject has figured out how

the two important dimensions should be combined quantitatively. This can

be explained as computing the torque as formulated by Siegler (Rule 4) or

as comparing proportions as explained by Piaget.

Finally, two remarks: first, the selection of items will need more variation in

future research. For three of the classical rules, the present item-types were

homogeneous but for the newly defined strategy variants new item-types should

be developed. We had only few items distinguishing the addition rule from other

rules. We recommend designing new item-sets with this in mind. Second, since

we had to recode our data into correct/incorrect as explained above some

information may have been missed. However, we reconstructed patterns for each

class in trichotomous terms from class-membership information and found no

anomalies. Thus, although we hope for new technical developments, we

nevertheless are confident our main results stand.

4.4. Stage-wise or gradual development?

As subjects are always in one of few classes, they simply have to change class

membership with age and this implies discrete transitions. Transitions are discrete

when intermediate responses are absent. However, whether this implies that

development relevant to the Balance Scale Task proceeds stage-like in discrete

steps and that important reorganizations are at issue in progressing from class to
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class is doubtful. It is, in fact, most unlikely, given the age trends found, that all the

classes are ordered in a single developmental sequence. Note, moreover, that the

idea of a developmental sequence was used above exclusively in reference to

strategies (and not to classes). So, let us have a look at strategies.

Although earlier findings that a developmental sequence of basic strategies

obtains were indeed confirmed, it certainly cannot be claimed that in terms of

strategies all transitions are discrete and stage-like. Not only evidence was found

for alternative varieties (indicated by different classes) of basic strategies, but, in

addition, not all classes involved were based on simple strategies (or rules). As the

un-rule-like classes contain relatively variable responses, it is clear that devel-

opment does not always proceed from rule to rule in a clear discrete stage-like

way. Therefore, an unsettling conclusion, with far reaching consequences, has to

be that some transitions are discrete, probably due to sudden reorganizations,

whereas other transitions are of a more gradual nature.

Distinguishing the group level from the individual level, we speculate that at

some points in an individual’s developmental trajectory the responses are so

focused that a very clear pattern emerges. Since this will be the same for any

individual once they have discovered such a kind of thinking, we get peaked

distributions for group data. This results from a point-attractor that is so strong that

it shines through despite individual differences (cf. Van der Maas, 1998). At other

points in an individual developmental trajectory, individuals choose from a variety

of responses. We speculate that such participants use several competing ideas at

various moments during the session. Take for example our Class 5 with class-

specific probabilities of around one-third and two-third correct responses. Such

varying class-specific probabilities can only be explained by using more than one

idea with different subjects switching rules for different items.

Thus, it seems inevitable that diagnosing developmental progress is more

difficult for the subjects who have left Rule 2 reasoning behind them. It is not wise

to keep looking for the ultimate rule nor is it fruitful to invoke a random strategy.
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